
Mobile Shape Table Operating Instructions: 

Opening Table:
1) Tables are best opened by using one side of the table leaf.  Face the side of table and grasp table top.  Bend at the knees if necessary.   
2) Lift up with the outer hand while at the same time push down with the inner hand (closest to center of table).  See Figure #1.
3) Continue this motion until table locks in the 2/3rd’s open position (cleaning mode).  See Figure #2. 
4) Grasp the underside of the center of the top while also lifting the down lock handle with the same hand.  See Figure #3. 
5) Push down on the end of the top to release pressure on the down lock and hinge.  Slowly lower the table to the open position and release down lock. 
     Double check that the down lock is engaged BEFORE using the table.  See Figure #4.

Folding For Storage:
1) Tables are best folded by using one side of the table leaf.
2) Grasp the underside of the center of the top while also lifting up the down lock handle 
     with the same hand.  Lift up on the end of the top if necessary to release pressure on 
     the down lock.  See Figure #4.  
3) Push down with the outer hand while at the same time lifting up with the inner hand 
    (closest to center of table) to fold the table completely.  The table should look as shown 
    in Figure #1.  

WARNING:
Table should be moved and operated 
by authorized adults only!  Children 
and students should NEVER move or 

operate tables.  Always engage storage 
latch to prevent tipping.  Failure to 

follow warnings may result in serious 
injury or death.

WARNING:
To avoid tipping over, only push from 
side of table.  DO NOT push from the 

table top side!  Avoid rolling table over 
debris on the floor.[#101-011-NPS]  05/2015

Important Note:
These tables are designed to operate with ease without torsion bar lift 
assist and without a storage lock.  This is achieved due to the balancing 
design of the table’s geometry and center of gravity.  That being said, 
these tables are very easy to operate by following these instructions.  
They can be cumbersome and dif�icult if not operated as described below. 

MT48R/Q/H  (round, square, hexagon)
MT60R/Q/O  (round, square, octagon)
MT72R/V       (round, 60” x 72” oval)

Standard Maintenance:
To ensure table life & quality operation; check & tighten 

fasteners & lubricate pivot points every (6) months.


